


madam chino established in 2003 on the principle of accessible, affordable, self-empowered 
art and fashion that promotes expression over vanity, sustainability over waste, and fair 
labor over free trade. That means quality that isn’t overproduced or undervalued.  

looking good and feeling good are mutually determined: if you look good you will feel good, 
and if you feel good you look good.  madam chino serves both ends of the spectrum offering 
ready-to-wear mix-and-match comfort and style for all occasions, combined with the added 
luxury of being ethical and sustainable.     

with authenticity as a foundation madam chino offers a reminder of humanity and comfort in 
our skin with the quirk of handmade and reuse.  perfection is confidently embracing flaws as 
unique beauty.  each of us are the experts of our own style.  it’s not what you wear but how 
you wear it.  control your appearance and empower yourself to new states of self-aware-
ness, and consciousness of self not self-consciousness.  dress as a statement of self-con-
cept,  and use fashion to transform into your most comfortable self.

sustainable fashion’s inherent contradiction simultaneously persecutes consumption while 
encouraging it.   consumer education is the first goal of sustainable fashion, and asks us first 
to swap and borrow, create it ourselves, style it with items we already own, or buy second 
hand.  And if we buy new, pay a fair wage for a quality sewn textiles and timelessly shaped 
garments from reuse organic or locally produced fiber that is sweatshop and child-labor 
free.  

Let’s be honest.  It’s not easy being green.  the supply chain doesn’t willingly reveal itself.  
Quality, timeless usa-made reuse products that look and feel great are our first way of keep-
ing textiles out of the waste stream and in your hands longer.  

Please follow us in our strides towards a vision of conscientious manufacturing, and tune in 
for continual evidence of how we maintain our ethical commitment to reducing waste impacts 
and closing loops through thoughtful sourcing, design, labor practice, and giving back.  

ggmission



Reuse clothing label Madam Chino shares a complex and original USA-Made Brand that is con-
structed completely of recycled t-shirt textiles, creative repurposing and skilled labor.  
pre-loved t-shirt knits are hand-chosen at a USA textile sorting and recycling facility.  main-
taining little-to-no waste through inventive reuse in our products and patterns, we offer a 
reclaim program for used Madam Chino garments, accept local donations of T-shirt fabrics, 
and provide new timeless style and color options seasonally. 

in fabrication, madam chino uses top performance machines for perfect seaming with 100% 
usa made threads and elastics.  fabric and scrap sorting is all done by hand using a special 
organizational system to optimize textile useage.  madam chino works with a local producer 
cooperative comprised of creative sewing experts contracting one another with living wages 
to complete orders.  

Madam chino campaigns for self-fulfilling enrichment through natural beauty, giving back 
to the community with product fundraising, diy self-empowerment, sustainability, and na-
ture appreciation. join us on the web to learn diy projects on our blog, view ongoing photo 
stories with our products in the field, shop our social justice fun’d raising page, and follow 
our events and markets calendar.  
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gABOUT the brand

gONLINE
website//webshop..............................................................................................www.madamchino.com
blogger.............................................................................................. www.madamchino.blogspot.com
twitter.................................................................................................www.twitter.com/madamchino
instagram..........................................................................................................................@madamchino
pinterest.........................................................................................www.pinterest.com/madamchino/  
flickr........................................................................................www.flickr.com/photos/madamchino
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ggabout the designer

gfeatured In

vanessa devaki andrew is a visual artist, clothing/prod-
uct/textile designer,  illustrator, graphic designer, pho-
tographer, author, community educator, musician and 
ecopreneur from milwaukee wisconsin usa.  an upbringing 
in the outdoors and lineage of family artistry combined 
with a love for all things practical culminated to creat-
ing a large body of work in the applied arts with function-
ality and zero-waste at the heart of design.  

a desire to help others and the environment lead to the 
unlikely  career in the vain and irresponsible field of 
fashion for the desire to challenge and change this trou-
bled BUSINESS and reach out to the consumers with in it.  
with a focus in expressive arts and a belief that happi-
ness comes from creativity, the madam chino label is an 
avenue to share that personal journey of empowerment 
with others.  seeking to help others feel their true val-
ue not from products but from making an impact in the 
world.  

http://www.radiomilwaukee.org/initiatives/make-milwaukee/make-milwaukee-week-3-stop-5-9-madam-chinos-look-nook-and-vanessa-andrew
http://onmilwaukee.com/ent/articles/looknook.html
http://onmilwaukee.com/ent/articles/looknook.html
http://http://urbanmilwaukeedial.com/2011/08/21/tcdiy-a-visit-to-madam-chinos-look-nook/


2003 -founded madam chino as affordable, accessible utilitarian wearable art using  
 sustainable fibers
 -co-founded fasten cooperative, a marketing cooperative to help establish   
 emerging designers and stimulate the local economy in milwaukee. 
2004 -began teaching sewing at the uwm studio arts and craft center and through the  
 boys and girls clubs
2005 -established fasten coop clothing gallery, a brick and mortar store and expand 
 ed the selection of wares from local artists
2007 -expanded teaching in basic sewing, t-shirt reclamation, and screen printing,  
 through fasten, as well as through out the city. 
 -self-published a set of “you-torial” diy zines on educational topics for sale
2009 -established madam chino’s look nook as an artist show room open to the public  
 on a weekly basis and with shopping events, gallery openings, and craft nights  
 on a weekly basis.
2012 -re-commited madam chino to sustainable fashion through the science of t-shirt  
 reclamation and began documenting the workflow of patterns into reproduce 
 able garments. 
 -established a supply chain sourcing usa-sorted pre-loved t-shirts
2013  -began working on the process of documenting the science of little-to-no waste  
 t-shirt reclamation clothing through the buildiing of the madam chino website.
2014  -PUBLISHED THE MADAM CHINO WEBSITE AT WWW.MADAMCHINO.COM
 -co-created “the sew op” a small producer cooperative comprised of local inde 
 pendant skilled trade sewers working together for fair wages to complete or- 
 ders. 
2015  -Partnering with creative employment opportunities to work with special needs  
 persons interested in creating handiworks to teach prevocational skills in rug 
 making, photography, online retailing.  
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+  In 2010, American households spent, on average, $1,700 on apparel, footwear, and related prod-
ucts and services.1

+  Millions of tons of unused fabric at mills go to waste each year when dyed the wrong color.2

+ According to the International Labour Organization, there are 246 million child-workers (age 5 
to 14) in the world today3

+ (COTTON) crop(s) account for a quarter of all the pesticides used in the United States, the largest 
exporter of cotton in the world, according to the USDA4

+ In 2010, China’s textile industry processed 41.3 million tons of fiber and accounted for 52-54% of 
the world’s total production. At the same time, in 2010, China exported over 212 billion US dollars 
of textile and apparel products, accounting for 34% of total global exports.5

+ According to the China Environmental Statistical Yearbook 2010, the textile industry ranked 
fourth in wastewater COD emissions among China’s 39 major industries and third for overall waste-
water discharge amount at 2.5 billion tons of wastewater per year.5

+ China has put in place environmental regulations to prevent water pollution from the textile and 
other industries, but resources for effective enforcement are lacking, and protection of local 
interests means implementation is difficult. This means there is insufficient incentives for textile 
factories to abide by government laws and regulations. Even if there was adequate enforcement, 
the fines and punishments that are inflicted are insufficient to prevent factories from accruing 
repeat violations. 5

+ An estimated 14.3 million tons of textiles were generated in 2012, or 5.7 percent of total munic-
ipal solid waste (MSW) generation.  An estimated 14.4 percent of textiles in clothing and footwear 
and 17.8 percent of items such as sheets and pillowcases was recovered for export or reprocess-
ing in 2012.  The recovery rate (does not include reuse) for all textiles was 15.7 percent in 2012, 
2.3 million tons.6

1 BREYER, MELISSA “25 SHOCKING FASHION INDUSTRY STATISTICS” TREEHUGGER.  11 SEPT. 2012. WEB. 28 NOV 2014
2 “GREEN FASHION: BEAUTIFUL ON THE INSIDE” NRDC. NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL.  22 AUG 2011. WEB. 28 NOV 2014. 
3 Challa, Lakshmi. “Impact of Textiles and Clothing Industry on Environment: Approach Towards Eco-Friendly Textiles”  
 Fibre2Fashion. Fibre2Fashion. N.D. Web. 28 Nov. 2014.
4 Claudio, Luz. “Waste Couture: Environmental Impact of the Clothing Industry” NCBI. National Center for Biotechnology  
 Information. Sept 2007. WEB. 28 Nov. 2014
5 “Cleaning Up the Fashion Industry” IPE. Institute of Public and International Affairs.  April 2012. WEB. 28 Nov 2014. 
6 “WASTES: RESOURCES CONSERVATION-COMMON WASTES AND MATERIALS-TEXTILES” EPA. US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. N.D.   
 WEB 28 NOV 2014
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Madam Chino makes from post-consumer T-shirts, the most beautiful classic silhouettes 
that last long in your closet by both wear-endurance and timeless trend.   purchase for 
a cause on our fun’d raising page,  personalize your wardrobe with made-to-order size 
and color options, shop affordably by mixing and matching our styles of tops and bot-
toms in the same color to build your own dresses in separates, buy one-of-a-kind wear-
able fine art ojbects by shopping our specialty section, learn to create and sew your 
own projects by shopping the zine section of our accessories page or searching through 
the diy section of the blog, and enjoy our seasonal lookbooks and archive photos.

the best post-consumer T-shirts are hand chosen and sourced in the USA.   USA-Made pro-
duction streamlines a method of creating quality and consistent garments from reuse 
fiber by taking into account any variability in the existing fibers and unifying them into 
new design forms with experienced craftsmanship.   Each finished garment is washed in 
a naturally deoterizing and antibacterial mixture of lemons, baking soda and vinegar 
to ensure a clean, fresh, and environmental safety. 

the fabrics, thus, are typically presented inside out so previous graphics appear on 
the interior of the garment.  Colors are often variable within a single range sometimes 
within a single garment, due to previous wear and fiber content.  Where some seams and 
hems are reused, they may appear inverted with coverhem stitches in matching thread 
appearing on the exterior, providing a beautiful look of rebirth integrated with metic-
ulously finished hems and edges.  Scraps are sorted by color, type, and size, and new 
designs are created to implement what scraps are most plentiful at the time.  We call 
this inventive reuse.  

We love that our product reveals the evolution of it’s story.   It doesn’t feel right to 
deny that process, in humans or objects.  Our products are a perfect blending of modern 
and post-modern aesthetics that recognize the history of an object, while at the same 
time beautifying, simplifying and coalescing it.

ggPRODUCT FAQ



ggsample products



gseaming
Our garments use 100% pre-loved T-shirts, and change basic T-shapes into newer silhouettes and sizes, building 
on a previous layer with a new functionality for the shape.  Garments can change drastically and many new 
seams are created and joined but most often the history of the garment is visible in the final product.  Many 
smaller items are invented from areas of scrap left behind and built anew.  We save energy by reusing the forms 
and previous seams.  

THREADS:  
Armholes, sleeves, necklines and skirtings are 
skillfully SERGED AND coverhem finished for a 
sturdy knit garment with smooth pressed edges 
using black dual needle straight stitching.

FLIPPED SEAMS: 
All of our edge facing interior seams are complet-
ed with a serger and the tails are flipped back 
into the seam and then topstitched with reverse 
straight stitches for secure washability.

WAISTBANDS:  
1/4” elastic piped into the cover-hem of the previ-
ous T-shirt and presented “inside-out”.  

GRAPHICS: 
Graphic shirts are flipped inside out to distract 
from the original shirt graphics. the fabrics, of-
ten causing some visible textures or fade-through. 
Lighter fabrics will usually show content. 

FIBER CONTENT:  T-shirts are generally a mixture of both cotton and polyester fibers.  Shirts cannot be guaran-
teed 100% cotton.  Contact us if you have concerns regarding textile skin sensitivity.  You may opt to send us your 
chosen shirts to use.

FLIPPED HEMS: 
FLIPPING OLD COVERHEMS IS PART OF HOW WE REUSE 
SCRAPS.  THESE ARE FOUND IN OUR NECKLACES AND AS 
DRAWSTRINGS IN OUR DESIGNS.  OUR TUBES ARE TURNED 
AND TUCKED.  

COVER HEMS: 
COVER-HEMS ARE FLAT SERGE SEAMS DONE ON T-SHIRTS  
USED FOR WAIST AND SLEEVE ENDS.  ORIGINAL COVER-
HEMS ARE DONE IN THREADS THAT PRESERVE THE MONO-
CHROMATIC COLOR SCHEME.  NEW HEMS ARE CREATED IN 
BLACK THREAD.  



g COLORS
Pre-loved T-shirt colors are variegated within any single range based on previous wear and fiber content.  Due 
to this variability, colors cannot be guaranteed by chroma-key.  Buyers accept that there will be a natural dif-
ference in color, hue and saturation, due to factors of textile make-up, wear and age and that variations may be 
present within each individual piece. Additionally, lighter colors show previous graphics through back side of 
fabric, which is used in reverse whenever graphics are present, causing some reversed coverhem seams.

Items on our shop are represented using these pantones, however, clothing actually combines many variations 
of a single color through the process of recycling.  Some T-shirts leave behind sleeves which will be used on 
another design.  Above pictures our current color selection of pantones.  We always offer Black, Brown, White, 
Grey and Red, with five rotating colors each season. Please contact ahead with interest in a particular color.  
 

Above shows the pantones of various T-shirt color categories used through out our webshop to represent var-
ious seasonal color offerings and possibilitieS.  BELOW ARE A FEW EXAMPLES OF COLOR VARIATION WITHIN EACH RANGE 
THAT CAN BE FOUND CATALOGED ONLINE AT WWW.MADAMCHINO.COM > FAQS > COLOR



SUSTAINABILe FASHION: “Wear it out” 
sustainability seeks balance between production and consumption in Economic and environmental systems.  with industry potential 
to support or degrade human and natural culture, consumer and designer education’s central goal is to create a closed loop sys-
tem.  discord between degrees of sustainabity and levels of affordability stagnate the progress towards consumer cultures that 
support both fair wages and less waste in a push towards slow fashion and lifestyles.  

In fast fashion, the world’s second most polluting industry, the contention between affordability and fair wages compete in a race 
to the bottom yielding non-durable textiles produced through polluting natural resources and employng child labor in sweat-
shops with poor working conditions.  the greater reward of immediate returns is unyielding to the costs of environmental impact, 
unsubstantiating regulation.  impact factors are removed from public awareness by coveting brokers, blinded retailers and bliss-
fully unaware consumers, each locking in wasteful processes of mass production and consumption. 

Second hand fashion is a prevelent reuse culture formed under mass consumption by fast fashion consumers’ throw away behav-
iors.  From mass production to second hand mass-consumption, both fast and second hand fashion cultures share lack of impulse 
control at point-of-sale under the temptation of low prices.  While both are affordable, second hand is sustainable through its re-
use, reduction of new demand, local reclamation and job formation.  While economic cultures are often job-forming however, wages 
remain low for workers.   while second hand fashion culture is a necessity, it enables fast fashion consumers by obsolving their 
guilt of disposal, and disrupts capital support of slow fashion endeavors.  second hand fashion directly competes with other forms 
of sustainable fashion such as: 1st hand sustainable fashion made from organically produced fibers, locally created made-to-or-
der and couture, and 3rd hand designer reclaimed fashion.  in a time of planned obsolescense where product quality is as short-
lived as the trends that create them, resale and reuse efforts are often inhert, creating a need for further recycling efforts. 

slow fashion, because of its time consuming nature and made-to-order format does not support impulsive purchasing, relying on 
the thoughtfulness of consumers.  additionally designers must create precious objects with timeless designs, decelerating trend 
cycles, preventing throw-away culture and the need to purchase replacement items.  buyers must seek designers and specialty 
boutiques whose work seeks living or fair wages and in turn may lack affordability.  financially where the consumer benefits from 
overproduction in  supply and demand, slow fashion puts the consumers at a disadvantage by eliminating the need for future price 
cuts, but replaces that with lasting investments on original purchases through quality.  

sustainable fashion contradicts itself by asking people to waste less by purchasing, and must distinguish itself with the “type” of 
purchase.  sustainable designers must also empower consumers to recognize self-worth outside of status objects, style trends 
with DIY repurposing and less fast fashion, and to seek out and pay more for quality items that will last.  Designers must then cre-
ate timeless designs in a made-to-order format that reduces over-production and up-cycles the value of the garment aesthetically 
so they can be sold for seasons without reduced cost or value.

It is known that despite green values consumers are not willing to pay more for sustainable goods, however made-to-order creates 
reduced overhead and a competitive edge.  Additionally, associations of green aesthetics equate to low quality craftsmanship and 
low status objects.  STRIDES To separate previously known ecofashion aesthetic from it’s values and integrate current trends into 
sustainable methods are key to raising desires for eco-conscious objects culturally.    

ggsample story



while CONCIOUS CONSUMER SOLUTIONS ARE SO CLOSE TO OUR FINGERTIPS, MARKET RESEARCH 
SHOWS THAT CONSUMERS ARE UNWILLING TO PAY MORE FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY CONCIOUS PRODUCTS 
AND THE MARKET OBSERVES AND ADAPTS.  THOUSANDS OF COMPANIES ARE OFFERING THOUGHTFUL 
AND PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS TO EVERYDAY PROBLEMS USING ORGANIC, VEGAN, AND RECYCLED MATE-
RIALS THAT ARE SWEATSHOP AND CHILD LABOR FREE AND IN DIRECT SUPPORT OF local communi-
ties.  

purchasing from madam chino is just one way to sway the momentum.  scroll the re-
sources section of our blog linking to a larger world of concious retail and statistical 
sites showing a broader view of social issues, view our how-to section for details on 
fun recycling projects that will inspire and empower you to repurpose items in your 
own aesthetic, shop our fun’draising page to purchase small accessory items where all 
proceeds are donated to social justice causes.  

please contact us via the contact page on our website www.madamchino.com, or by 
emailing us at madamchino@gmail.com with inquiries, questions, comments, for copies 
of our catalog, logo, images of our process, and permissions to use our copy info and 
story.  We would love to be a part of your print or web publication, story or directory. 

gget involved!

gCONTACT US!


